For your benefit: When you choose abas Business Software (ERP, PPC, MRP, eBusiness), you are opting for competence, continuity and first class technologies.

Implementation of ERP: quick and secure
The clear structure and well thought-out implementation strategy of abas Business Software enables a short implementation period, as well as a rapid and trouble-free integration into the company structure. Through methodical software implementation the introduction periods are reduced by 25-50% and the ROI is reached in a significantly shorter time.

You are free to choose: Linux, Unix, Windows
abas users have the choice of Linux, Unix or Windows. ABAS has supported the open source operating system Linux on the server side since 1995. Approximately 80% of over 1,600 abas installations are based on Linux. On the server, as well as on the client side, Linux distinguishes itself through outstanding stability and low costs.

Evolutionary software: Future-proof and a secure investment
The evolutionary system approach of the abas Business Software and its continuous development supports businesses significantly whenever they are required to adapt to changing market demands. The software standard can be quickly and easily adapted to the requirements of different industries and companies. It also remains standard upgradable, while your modifications will be retained after an upgrade. With regularly carried out upgrades the user will receive a completely reworked software and current technologies about every three to five years. This evolutionary system approach is unique and offers the users a high profit over a long period of time.

Web Applications & eBusiness
Using the abas Web Applications you can edit your abas ERP data independent of the platform on the Intranet or Internet via a browser. You can further integrate Web Applications, such as the Webshop, sales order information, customer and vendor information systems. Moreover, Web services can be provided in order to make information from abas ERP infosystems available. Data from Java or Web service compatible external applications can be provided on the Internet, e.g. data from CAD-, CAQ-, CRM- or filing systems.

abas ERP for automotive businesses
The abas Business Software contains an integrated EDI function which is an important criterion when choosing a business software for automotive component suppliers.

Performance range
The abas Business Software provides a widely diversified function range – for manufacturing companies, as well as for commerce and the service industry. Company-specific customization is uncomplicated and flexible.
Profiting from 25 years of ERP know-how!

Contented abas users

More than 1,600 companies in production, commerce and the service industry have already opted for ABAS.

25 years of ABAS
Experience and competence

ABAS is turning 25 – a proud age for a software company! For the abas users a sign for long-time experience and quality, as well as guaranteed future and investment security. Since 1980, ABAS has provided medium-sized businesses with business software for improved efficiency using ingeniously simple means.

International software - worldwide service

Since medium-sized businesses are more and more integrated into worldwide operating company networks, they need an internationally tailored software, as well as a sophisticated and efficient partner network. abas Business Software is multilingual, in the user menu as well as in the display language. At present there are approx. 20 different languages available, others are available on request. Over 40 partners provide worldwide on-site service.

Numerous studies are taking a closer look at the ERP market – here the abas Business Software performs extremely well, its users are among the most content. For years now ABAS has always been given top place in the ERP study by the publisher Konradin - likewise in the current study of 2005. In the Trovarit study ABAS also landed at the top of user satisfaction ranking.
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